
 

紅       豆      詞  

Hong   Dou    Ci 

[hɔŋ     dɔu     tsɿ] 

Red     Bean   Poem 

Red Bean Poem 

 

 

 

滴          不    盡      相     思   血       淚     拋       紅      豆，  

Di           bu    jin      xiang  si    xue     lei      pao      hong  dou,  

[di           bu   dɕIn    ɕiaŋ    sɿ    ɕyɛ     lei      pau      hɔŋ    dɔu] 

To drop  countless   to yearn     blood  tears  to toss  red     bean, 

Countless drops of lovesick tears are shed like red beans being tossed about, 

 

開           不  完     春         柳         春        花      滿     畫   樓。 

kai           bu  wan   chun     liu         chun     hua     man   hua  lou. 

[kai          bu  wan   ʧu(ə)n  liou       ʧu(ə)n   hua     man   hua  lɔu] 

to bloom  endless    spring willow   spring   flower  full    pavilion.   

the pavilion is filled with endlessly blooming willows and flowers in spring. 

 

睡           不  穩        紗      窗           風     雨     黃       昏       後， 

Shui         bu  wen      sha     chuang    feng   yu     huang hun      hou, 

[ʃuɛi        bu  wu(ə)n  ʃa        ʧuaŋ       fǝŋ     jy      huaŋ   hu(ə)n  hɔu] 

To sleep  restless       screen window  wind  rain   twilight          after, 

In the twilight after a sleepless night of wind and rain pounding the window screen, 

 

忘           不  了       新     愁           與     舊      愁。 

wang       bu  liao      xin    chou        yu      jiu      chou. 

[wang      bu  liau      ɕIn    ʧɔu           jy     dɕiou   ʧɔu] 

to forget  unable to   new   to worry  and   old       to worry. 

it is hard to forget new sorrows and old pains. 

 

嚥            不   下      玉  粒  金  波         噎            滿     喉， 

Yan             bu   xia      yu   li   jin   bo         ye             man   hou, 

[jɛn              bu   ɕia      jy   li   dɕIn  bɔ        jɛ              man   hɔu] 

To swallow not down  fine food and wine   to choke   full    throat, 

I choke on the delicate food and wine that I try to swallow, 

 

瞧            不   盡     鏡      裡  花     容     瘦。  

qiao          bu   jin     jing     li   hua   rong   shou. 

[tɕiau        bu   dɕIn  dɕIŋ    li   hua   rɔŋ      ʃɔu] 

to look at  endless    mirror in  complexion thin. 

I cringe in horror at the thin and sallow face I see in the mirror. 



 

展     不  開              眉     頭， 挨            不    明       更     漏。  

Zhan bu  kai               mei   tou,    ai              bu    ming   geng  lou. 

[ʤan bu  kai               mei   tɔu     ai              bu    mIŋ     gǝŋ    lɔu] 

To be unable to open  eyebrow,    to endure  not   bright  water clock (to mark night watch). 

I cannot stop my eyebrows from knitting, I endure the unending darkness of night. 

 

呀！呀！ 恰    似     遮          不  住        的  青              山            隱   隱，  

Ya!  Ya!   Qia   si      zhe          bu  zhu       di   qing            shan         yin  yin, 

[ja     ja     tɕia    sɿ     ʤɣ           bu  ʤu       di   tɕIŋ              ʃan          jIn  jIn]     

Ah!   Ah!  Just  like   to cover  constantly  of   blue-green  mountain  faint, 

Ah! Ah! Just like the blue mountains forever covered in mist, 

 

流       不    斷       的   綠       水       悠    悠。  

liu        bu   duan    di     lü        shui     you  you. 

[liou     bu   duan    di     ly        ʃuɛi     jɔu   jɔu] 

to flow  unceasing  of    green  water   lasting for ages.      

like the green waters that flow unceasing throughout the ages. 

 

 

 

Note: 

- The original Chinese poem does not directly include pronouns, though they are implied 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a glide element even as each vowel 

is sounded 

o The ‘ia’ of ‘liao’ [liau] is also a glide as [ljau] but with each vowel being articulated 

o The ‘ia’ of ‘qia’ [tɕia] is also a glide as [tɕja] but with each vowel being articulated 

o The ‘iang’ of ‘xiang’ is both as [ɕiaŋ] and [ɕjaŋ] 

o The ‘ua’ of ‘hua’ is both as [hua] and [hwa] 

o Note similar combinations for ‘xiao’, ‘jiu’, ‘shui’, ‘chuang’, ‘huang,’ and ‘duan’ 

- The ‘i’ of the ‘in’ finals on ‘jin’, ‘xin’, and ‘yin’ is between [I] and [i] as [I/in] 

- The syllable ‘bo’ [bɔ] has a very slight [w] glide formed during the [b] initial, as in [bwɔ] 

- The combination ‘yu li jin bo’ (玉粒金波) is a four-character idiom which together refers to ‘fine food 

and wine’ even though each individual character carries a different meaning    

- The ‘geng lou’ (更漏) was an ancient water clock that regulated dripping water to measure time while 

on night watch  

- ‘Qia si’ of ‘Qia si zhe bu zhu di’ is sometimes pronounced as ‘Qia shi’ [tɕia ʃʅ]    

- Remember that the [ɿ] symbol used for ‘ci’ [tsɿ] and ‘si’ [sɿ] was created to represent a specific 

Mandarin ‘i’ sound and is not officially recognized as IPA – refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation 

Guide for details 

 


